
+ Dungeon Crawler Brainstorm +

Pillars:
1. Have a reason to be in a dungeon (light sources? roof collapse? exploding 
mineral deposits? re-doable puzzles?), shouldn't be able to easily translate to 
outside forest or something
2. Expedition based, with interesting town events in between (from a card deck?). 
Maybe can draw from 3 different decks or something? Almost like Renowned Explorers 
where you can draw from decks targetting gold, item, buff deck?
3. Roleplaying is realistically not a huge factor. Just choose class, buy gear, 
customize abilities, and go. Level up should be simple and floor/expedition based 
instead of kill based
4. Heavily use random generation: dungeon floor modifiers (elemental creatures like 
Spiral Knights?), map layout, creatures, etc. Choose equipment to suit
5. Avoid going overly complex or having too many "neat" subsystems (like DC RPG). 
Core is simple classes exploring a dungeon and trying to clear all foes

First Prototype Goals:
- Simple classes with brainstormed Surges and a few weapons try out a single floor 
against generic enemies
-- Don't worry about loot, town, levelling, magic item effects

Dice System:
- Want to use some kind of "Surge" system where you get X number of extra "things" 
to spend, sort of like Imperial Assault
- Example use would be spend 1 Surge to get +1 on hit roll, or +1 damage, or move 
2, or Def +1, or see enemy stats, or 2 Surges to do burning with a flaming sword, 
or Cleric spend 2 to heal, or Barbarian spend 3 to enter Rage, etc.
- Surge usage should have a default list for everyone as well as class and item 
based
- Maybe Surge effects, like Burning, apply forever until the enemy spends 1 Surge 
to clear an effect? So 2 to apply, 1 to clear? And 3 to clear all/everything? Could 
work for positive effects as well, where enemies spend Surges to clear/dispel your 
buffs (such as +Def shield block on a tank)
- Flat damage or rolled? Could have D6, D8, D10 as damage

Roll D12 to hit, roll XD4 and 4s are Surges (unlikely to get 3+ Surges)
Roll D12 to hit, roll XD6 and 5-6s are Surges (4+ D6 roll too much on the table)
Roll D12 to hit, roll 1D4 for number of Surges (would be nice to have a way to get 
0 Surges)
Roll D12 to hit, roll 1D4+2 for number of Surges (upside is range is tighter of 3-6 
[2x max compared to lowest] instead of 1-4 [4x max compared to lowest])
Roll D12 to hit, roll 1D6 for number of Surges (ends up being too swingy on Surges, 
a turn with 1 vs 6 is huge. Or roll 1D6 and ignore 1 and 2? But then diff between 0 
and 3-6 is big?)
Roll 2D6 to hit (better curve, annoying to add up)
Roll 2D12 to hit (no hits is brutal, regularly get at least one hit, two hits are 
great, makes for lots of action, also works well with flat damage because it ends 
up varying it in the end in a way)

Leaning towards: 2D12 to hit vs target Def, D4 surge (D6 ignore 1 & 2 tempting 
also), flat damage

- What do max to-hit roll Crits do? Free special effect based on weapon (best 
idea)? Or based on class? Boring stuff like double damage? Bonus Surge?
- Roll against target Defense, or based on attacker's Offense? Or mix? Would be 
nice to avoid mods to hit since Surges can result in mods anyway
-- Could literally just copy Advanced Heroquest WS vs WS tables?
- Maybe have attacker Attack vs target Defense, if higher hit on 7+, if lower 9+, 



if same 8+? Worth the checks and calculations for such a small difference? Or just 
8+ base always?
- Could do some kind of opposed roll for hitting? Don't really like the cancelling 
style of Fantasy Flight though. Also sometimes it's faster and nicer to not involve 
the opponent. Also works awkwardly if there is no GM to consistently roll for 
enemies
- Could have a second dice (D8?) for target Toughness, so you have to hit and 
wound? Or maybe missing Toughness roll does less damage (but still some). Likely 
too many rolls/steps
- Custom dice for Surges? Mainly to be able to get 0 results. D6 sides would be 0, 
1, 2, 2, 3, 4
-- Custom vs D4 vs D6 skip 1-2 boils down to do we want a way to have 0 Surges? Or 
should it ALWAYS be a choice on every roll?
- Instead of XD12 to-hit could have it be a number of attacks, with everyone having 
a base of 2. Then some fast weapons (like Daggers) give +1 attack, but have less 
damage per attack
-- This opens up the option of having a class that spends surges to get additional 
attacks

General:
- Aim for 3 heroes as the ideal number of players. Fits well in smaller space, and 
can have one of each role
- "Micro strategy" style like Into the Breach will likely be a big factor due to 
small corridor and room size. Space Hulk did well for positioning mattering in 
single square corridors
-- Easy to have lots of influential terrain in a dungeon, like fire pits, spike 
traps, dead falls, exploding mineral deposits (part of the lore?),cave ins, etc. to 
move enemies into or avoid
-- Also need a way to have temporary buffs that are worth moving over
- Turn order should be roll (or coin flip!!!) for who goes first, player party or 
enemies, then decide amongst party exact person, then just do simple clockwise, 
instead of an initiative order. Or just let heroes go first everytime
- Each turn is 1 action, but moves always include an innate bonus like +Def? Or 
just usual move+action (either order, or split move between)?
-- Roll Surge dice at the start of turn, in case there are movement based surge 
spending?
- Attacks of opportunity a simple roll off on whether you can move past or not? 
Defender class/role then has additional pin down mechanics?
- Have a town shop of 4-6 face up cards from an "item deck"
- For gold have a set Loot Dice (D6) where monsters have a Loot Dice rating/amount, 
and each roll of 6 gives 1 gold. So a bit variable, but the satisfying feeling of 
still searching for loot after a fight
-- One player should be treasurer, then split gold at town
-- Maybe have an Item Dice or Item Loot Dice of D8 (compared to Gold Loot Dice of 
D6), with a chance to draw an item from the treasure deck or something
- Maybe have "encounter pages" which are like a roster of monster stats, and you 
shuffle a "deck" of 8-12 of these pages together per floor, put them face down, and 
just draw them as you need a fight
- Could have blast effects "fold" over, so if you cast a 3x3 square in a 2 square 
wide space, 1 of the squares "folds" ("bounces"?) and applies again
- Instead of tracking individual XP, just level after each successful floor
-- Level up should be horizontal progression: more options for Surges. Not +Defense 
or whatever. Maybe choose from 3 options for each level, and have 10 max levels? 
Lots of variety per player then
- Torches are a dwindling resource that give time pressure to an expedition
-- Need to have a "Torchbearer" to track it, they should get a benefit
-- Maybe the benefit is the Torch is a really useful item with a Surge effect?
- Have an encounter/event every 5 turns or something? Also tick down the torch
- Means you can take 1 turn to rest to recover 1 HP, but then there is a time 



penalty for it. Or should HP be fully restored after each fight?
- Role based classes like D&D or HoTS:
-- Assassin/dps get Surge 1 +2 Damage (instead of base +1 Dam)
-- Tank get +1 Def or +2 HP and stop movement on Attack of Opportunity or roll 2D12 
or something instead
-- Support get Surge 1 Restore 2 HP or something
-- Control/mage get DOT effect or area effect?
- After each combat roll Loot Dice and heal a small amount automatically too
- All healing should be based on hitting enemies, not just a castable ability, to 
avoid that awkward "why can't we heal up outside of combat?" Might still have 
players drag out combat to try to heal though like Darkest Dungeon
- Could have Once Per Expedition abilities? Or Once Per Floor. Also Once Per 
Combat. So basically At-Will/Encounter/Daily
- Do we need attributes? Even simple Might/Mind/Magic style? Could be for searching 
for traps or secret doors, or lifting things, or sneaking, or other common actions
-- Would add a bit more character variety, at the expense of complexity, or for 
checks that might not be used that often
- Maybe as a baseline choose +1 Def, +2 HP, double Move (3 base?) or something? To 
differentiate characters
- Choose Surge effects based on race and class (get both base Role effects and 
specific class bonuses), with some choice for both. So Dwarf could be tougher OR 
immune to poison or whatever. Generally want to avoid flat bonuses because stats 
are so limited, and just focus on Surge abilities
-- Sort of do a simple CRPG style skill tree with 3 choices at each tier? Like 
Diablo 2 or Chronicon. Difference is you can go to any tree without having to work 
your way down it?

Class Idea (July 11 2018):
- Have a core role to each class that provides a consistent flavor, much like D&D 
4th with Leader of Cleric vs Warlord
-- The hope is that you have a general idea of how each class would play, and then 
there are additional flavorful mechanics to fit that specific class, such as Cleric 
vs Druid vs Shaman
-- Also restrict weapons by class?
- DPS Striker can spend Surge to do +damage, then a Rogue might get a bonus from 
the back while a two-handed maniac would get a chance to crit or something, 
Barbarian can spend Surge+HP to do insane damage, etc.
- Accurate dude can spend Surge to do +to hit (or just roll into base dps?)
-- Probably combine into dps class so they have a choice beside "I do more damage"
-- DPS could also have a re-roll 1 attack option
- Tank/defender can spend Surge to do a push/slide, like D6+X squares or something 
quite big. Has a bonus to attacks of opportunity as well. Then a sword+board might 
get a block (which is just a saving throw or opposing roll on the to-hit), fighter 
might get +defense base, meaty tank could get +HP passive
-- Maybe a Pit Fighter/Gladiator gets a Pull, and a Knight gets a Diagonal only 
push
- Healer can spend Surge to heal, protect, buff
-- 1 Surge for 1 Hitpoint, 2 Surge for D4, 3 Surge for D6? Or can spend 3 Surge to 
do 3x1 HP from single surge over and over, instead of risking the dice roll
-- What if no Healer is taken? Probably need a small self heal that every hero has, 
like 4 Surge for 1D4 HP or skip your whole turn to do it or something. Or can only 
do if not adjacent to enemies
- Mage can spend Surge to do area damage or hit multiple targets, and also slide to 
the left or right
- Some kind of DOT based class? Some kind of speed based class?
- A summon/pet class, where you have a stable of pets you can summon at the start 
of each fight (based on each situation), and use entirely instead of your own turn, 
and then have a few combo abilities that work together with summoner + pet



+ Notes after some time, and anything I write down and compile

- A-ha! moment around dice system. Use flat damage, and:
-- Roll 3D6, lowest is Surges, other two are added together for to-hit roll
--- Means base Defense can be 8+ or even 9+ due to odds being higher with the 
"discarded" dice
-- If lowest is tied, add +1 Surge for each other Low
--- So 3D6 roll 6, 3, 3 would be 3+1 Surges
--- So 3D6 roll 4, 4, 4 would be 4+1+1 Surges
--- This means the minimum is 1, maximum is 8 (6+1+1)
-- Each weapon has a Special Effect that is activated automatically for free when 
one of the to-hit results is a 6. aka crit hit
- Some Surge effects are "On Hit" and can't be activated if you missed
- Surge abilities are called "Activators"
-- Example terminology: on level up can say "choose 2 new Activators"

- Consider having Defense as target to-hit number, and Armor as permanent damage 
reduction (can't be removed, only bypassed)
-- Then some weapons have "armor penetration" values that can be activated with 
Surges
--- Sort of like attack patterns with Vermintide 2 weapons
- Then have Shield which is basically temporary HP, and can either last for the 
round or until the end of combat, and is stripped away first

- Have Pushing be a core mechanic, kind of like Blood Bowl
-- Realistically have Push (move but you stay) and Shove (move and you go into 
their old square)
- Every attack should Shove 1, directly back (no choice like BB, for speed), then 
you move into their old square
-- Do bonus damage if Shoving into a wall? Or push to adjacent square at that 
point?
- Only Shove on hit, on miss the attacker gets Shoved instead
- Then Defender type class can do a Push instead of a Shove, so they can choose to 
follow up or not, whereas others HAVE to

- Defender also has aggro management, like Surge 1 for Pull 2, kind of like a taunt
- Healer has team help, like Surge 1 for "mark target" for +1 for everyone to hit

- Movement could be based on weapons. So a Dagger is "Do Move+2 then make an 
attack", and Two-Handed Sword is "Do Move-2 then make an attack"?

- What do we do for activating Surges where there is no attack? Just roll 3D6 into 
the void and can't use To Hit Surge effects?

- Gems/minerals that are mined can also add swappable prefix/suffix to weapon and 
items
-- Such as "Poisonous" to give "Surge 1: Poison" or whatever
--- Monsters never activate crystals/gems
- Can level up weapons / improve them after a successful expedition
-- Either add a prefix/suffix, or a base passive like +1 damage for "finely 
crafted"

- Have a stable of characters to choose from before each dungeon/expedition? Or 
some shared stash weapon swapping idea

- Instead of minerals as primary terrain feature / goal do exotic fungus?
-- Regardless need some kind of lore/story based THING that people go into the 
dungeons for
-- Allows for features like "exploding fungus/mineral, Surge 1 = 4 damage" or "heal 



fungus/mineral, Surge 1 = heal 2"

- Consumable items just provide a temporary Surge option, so a Healing Potion would 
be "Surge 2: Heal 4, discard" or something

- All characters need range weapons?

- What item slots are used? Armor, Ring (or just generic Jewellry slot), Weapon 1 & 
2 (main and offhand), Bracers, Boots?

- What do different Armors do? Provide a base +Defense bonus and also a Surge 
ability? So Plate could have "Surge 1 Missile Deflection" or something?

- Armor could also provide Reflect, which negates and returns damage up to the 
amount

- Have a concept of Rounds for duration, 1 round = entire time until your next Turn

- Have 3 Skill slots like Stealth for a Rogue or Bribe for a Bard, etc.
-- Each skill has a +1 at least, otherwise no point in writing down the skill. 
Maybe a cap of +4?
- Then a skill check is player vs enemy D6/D8/whatever +Skill, winner does their 
thing
-- So a Rogue +2 Stealth sneaking vs guard with no Spot skill is D6+2 vs D6

- Need to have different objectives per dungeon floor, that are randomized 
alongside the features/prefix/elemental type of enemies
-- For example "clear 5 rooms", "find 3 pieces of the treasure", "kill the boss", 
"rescue the farmer", etc.

- Each hero has a limited pool (reset between expeditions) of "Surge Points" (or 
Heroic or whatever). These can be spent like normal Surges in a normal turn, so for 
example if you roll 3 Surges but really need an ability at 4, you can spend a Surge 
Point

- Have a once-per-expedition "Interrupt" ability for heroes?
-- Gives 5 Surges at any point outside their turn
-- Used for clutch heals or kills or surprise massive damage (such as normal turn + 
immediate Interrupt)

- Have a Gambler in town you can visit to play "Fickle dice", which is allocating 
Fickle/flat to try to win a resolution
-- Can do 5vs4 (in dealer's favor) to win 2 gold after betting 1
-- Even odds 5vs5 is 1 gold bet with chance to win 1 gold

- Have random events travelling to the dungeon?
-- Unlikely as it waters down the main point of the game

- Have to pay gold to train and level up?
-- Can only be done after a successful expedition, maybe a "Can Train" checkbox on 
the sheet below the character's current level
-- Gives an avenue of choice between spending gold to upgrade weapons or level 
yourself

- Could have multiple "stations" in town like Darkest Dungeon, can use a limited 
number of times between expeditions
-- Like gambler, tavern, church, etc.

- Have "1  Reach X" as an Activator for long reach weapons like Spears↝



- Injury that needs to be healed (costs gold at a station in town) on a failed 
expedition? Like Broken Arm for -1 to hit, etc.
-- Or just lose all gold being dragged out of the dungeon?

- No attack of opportunity on range/spell in melee?

- Races should have a bonus for all roles to avoid pigeon holing, such as a Dwarf 
can only be Defense
-- Halfling should be able to do a free Dodge through an enemy square (roll between 
their legs)

+ PLAYTEST Oct 2018 +

- Character sheet likely needs to be horizontal to fit Activators

- Activators written as: 1  *Bleed*: Effect↝
                         Bold        smaller

* Need to write a program to figure out to-hit odds and Surge odds
-- For example is 1-5 Activators a good range, or do we need 6+ because that many 
Surges come up a lot, same with base Defense

- Need our own dungeon generation tables
-- One roll for everything, so maybe descending D20, D12, D8, etc. that correspond 
to different tables
-- All corridors and rooms should have something?
- Rooms, passage length, passage end, crystals, enemies
-- Maybe a concept of an "ominous" (D4?) dice that adds to a pool of bad things on 
a roll of 4?

- How to setup enemies?
-- Random spaces or distribution is too slow
-- Rules for setup, like 3 spaces from heroes and 2 from each other
--- Could be on a per-monster basis, so an assassin could setup close to the 
heroes, and skirmishes setup far apart from each other, etc.
- Remember players have perfect knowledge of enemies since no DM

* Have to Move first then attack
-- Simply cannot use Surge if you don't attack
-- Which means all heroes need a range weapon or attack
--- Best approach is 1 Activator of "Range X", such as a Cleric having a "Sunbeam" 
or a Thief having a "Throw Dagger", etc.
- Good balance for ranged weapons since you have to "waste" 1 Surge to activate it
- Might need to specify weapon based Activators, so you can't use your Sword when 
firing a Bow, etc.
- Definitely just switch weapons for free. So have a main hand, off hand, ranged 
weapon slots

* Hit order is attacker chooses when to auto-Shove and apply base damage
- Using Surges can mixed in as is most efficient. For example give +2 damage, Shove 
and apply damage, which kills the target, then spend 2 Surges to Move 4 or 
something
-- Should Movement be integrated in the same way? Like you can Move at any time as 
part of your turn, like shove+hit, Surge 2, move, Surge 3 or something? Can you 
split Movement? Or should Movement always be done first (much simpler)

- Need a way to motivate players to use monsters ruthlessly and efficiently
-- Perhaps a "bounty system" where monsters that down a player to 0 HP drop more 



gold when the monster is killed, to show they are more powerful
- AI per monster is out of the question, way too complex and a bit gamey
- Player does their turn, then acts for a monster, then it's the next player, and 
so on

- Have random weapons per monster? Too much bookkeeping? Idea is to give a few 
different Surge options between "generic goblin A and B"
-- Maybe have X number of weapons, with a dice roll range beside each one, and just 
roll for each monster as you place them, and the weapon gives an extra Activator

- Have index cards for "status cards", for ongoing damage or bonus effects, such as 
Poison, Reflect, etc. to put on hero/monster sheet
-- Maybe paper clip at the bottom along a 1|2|3|4|5|6 track to show amount? Or just 
a small D6 dice?
-- Such as Poison 2, Reflect 4, etc.
- All effects are removed at the end of combat!

- Crystals/minerals need to be simple and only have options so it's easy to 
memorize
- They should also give a gold bonus after combat for any that aren't used

- Need reaction Heals or better protection because a lot of monsters go before a 
player's next turn, so 3 players vs 3 monsters means player 1, M1, P2, M2, P3, M3, 
then back to player 1, so 5 things in between

- Need to figure out 0 HP
-- Roll 3D6 as usual, hope for 5+ Surges for base self heal Activator that all 
heroes get?
- Never actually die to death. If everyone is unconscious (0 HP), the party wipes 
and the expedition fails, but there should be no player elimination
- Need a penalty for going to 0 HP, maybe reduce gold? XP would be useful here, but 
could also lead to a death spiral
*- Best approach is likely a Fame/Morale system for expedition, so barely winning 
rewards less
-- Could start with 10 Fame and lose 1 per 0 HP "death", and maybe a few other 
cases. Sort of like whatever the red exclamation mark is in Renowed Explorers 
(forget the name)

- Need a 5 Surge "get ally up" Activator that is base to all heroes, not just a 
self heal

- Crit on double to-hit of 6. Pretty rare, but gives the option to have crit 
focused heroes who have an easier crit chance
-- Crits should just do double base damage

- When does damage over time apply? Natural seems to be the start of the turn, but 
that gives less chance to clear/purge it first, and can also kill a lot easier. 
Applying at the end of the turn does turn DoT into an interesting choice of "do I 
spend Surges to avoid this", but also technically weakens DoTs since there's a 
chance you give it to a hero who clears it before taking damage

- Stripping enemy/hero buffs and clearing effects for 2 Surges is good. Should be 
called "Purge"?

- Loot is ALL gold from enemies and likely chests, and maybe a single item on 
successful expedition from the boss/end room? This means upgrading and buying new 
items after each expedition is important
-- Have a system for generating magical items. Generate type (ring, weapon, etc.), 
gem prefix/suffix/level of item (based on heroes/dungeon floor)



- Item level should be called "quality level"?

- All items have a sale cost based on level, socketed gems are separate

- Not sold on needing Skills at all, either we are a roleplaying game or we aren't. 
Heroes can search/spot/whatever equally

- Random dungeons are Strength and Weakness and Monster Type and Objective. Should 
all be a single roll to generate
-- Strength gives 1 Activator damage type, such as Fire Strength giving Surge 1: 
Burning 1
-- Weakness is receive bonus damage vs elemental type, such as Weakness Fire 2 
means hitting with Fire does +2 damage
-- Type is goblin, orc, skeleton, etc.
-- Objective is talked about above
- Then players can spend gold to "find" a new dungeon, which means re-rolling 
certain aspects. Done at a town station
-- Maybe can lock in some of the parts and NOT re-roll them if you pay more? For 
example if you want a Poisonous dungeon but don't want to fight Skeletons you could 
lock Poisonous (2 gold) and re-roll Skeletons (1 gold)

- Prefix gems can only give elemental ongoing or change base damage type, such as 
"Fiery" or "Poisonous"
- Suffix gems always have passive or other Activator
- Two handed weapons have 2 Prefix and Suffix slots to balance

- Can Flee and fail/give up on expedition if no living (1+ HP) heroes are adjacent 
to enemies

- Have a built in bonus for using a 1-hand weapon with no offhand? Like the old 
KoTOR duelist bonus

- Each hero race gives an innate elemental defense bonus that helps clear ongoing 
damage and gives base Armor vs element
-- For example Dwarves have "  Purge Poison: Remove ongoing Poison effect" and 1�
"+1 Armor (Poison)"
-- Or should this be part of equipment? More likely

+ CLASSES +

Assassin, Barbarian, Bard, Druid, Engineer, Gladiator, Monk (Stonefist - Defense, 
Snakefist - Offense?), Necromancer, Paladin, Psionic, Ranger, Shaman, Sorcerer, 
Swashbuckler, Vampire - Utility who provides Lifesteal, Warlock, Warlord, Witch 
Doctor, Wizard

* Have very unique class mechanics and resources beyond just Activators, sort of 
like how Diablo 3 made a Barbarian really _feel_ like a Barb, or how Dota 2 follows 
the same underlying system but has drastically different heroes

- Gambler / Cardshark / Trickster has a D10 roll on his Activators and there is an 
X% chance to do something even better
- Necromancer collects souls or skulls and uses as a resource to summon/control
- Barbarian / Berserker gains Frenzy type stacks on hit
- Healer channels huge heals over more turns
- Crystalmancer / Geomancer places temporary crystals that give allies Activators
- Bard combines musical notes to make unique songs with different effects
- Wardancer does more damage based on distance moved
- Fishman does better in water, and can place small pools



- Shapeshifter changes main/offhand - versatile but not quite as effective as a 
weapon dedicated to the role
- Wraith can move through enemies and possess them. Also means bosses always need 
some mook/minions with them
- Bramblemaster creates different AOE/walls with effects to adjacent enemies
- Bremaster must manage drunkeness, taking damage reduces Drunk, drinking 
increases, has different effects at different levels. Same idea could apply to a 
heat based fire mage
- Rogue can spend Surges to gain Stealth, does more/other stuff with Activators 
based on Stealth
- Lycanthrope has a different set of Activators and attacks based on human vs wolf 
(or rat or whatever) form
- Warchief / Warmaster is crit focused, has 2 : +1 to hit (counts as natural roll),↝  
and easier crits on like 10 or 11+. On crit has other effects, either more single 
target damage or big group damage buffs
- Houndmaster / Hawkmaster / Hunter is sort of a pet class, except you don't have 
figures for the individual dogs/hawks, just 2 of them with their own Hitpoint pool. 
They take damage when master does, and can die or be healed (including from master 
Activators). Attacks allow dogs/hawks to be sent in, or used defensively to shield, 
or retrieve allies, etc.
- Cultist is suicidal, doesn't lose group Fame when dies, has a very easy chance to 
come back to life, does effects when he dies, or can stack/buff himself like a 
living bomb
- Fanatic is similar to Cultist but is Defense instead of Offense. On Unconscious 
he gains Armor.
- Doomsayer can make guesses when an enemy will die, if they are right they get a 
buff/bonus
- Bounty Hunter can mark a target and gains Gold on kill
- Blood Mage can sacrifice HP for bonus effects on Activators


